










Some achievements we are proud of...

More to come…



















Innovation & Design
Quality & Sustainability

LIVE MORE NOW
DO MORE NOW

Good & Talented
Committed









































Win in Snow Win in Running Boost Merino Foster Knits
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OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
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Designed for the cycling life: 

- Lightweight

- Performance driven

- Reflective

- Sustainable



Collaboration with Joseh Toney

Inspired by America’s mountain 

regions and wildlife



Honouring our heritage, we’ve

taken inspiration from the richly

diverse culture and historical

patterns of the past.

HERITAGE



High performance kit tested 

by our athletes.

- Lightweight

- Technical

- Reflective elements



Mindful gifting

Activity specific twin packs of

our best loved styles.

GIFT SETS
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When everything flows, when you feel at one with the city streets 

or gravel trails. Your feet set the tempo, your breath is the rhythm, 

and your heart is the drum – it’s the soundtrack of your body in 

motion. Your only focus is the song in your head and the path 

before you. Runners, you know what we’re talking about – join us 

and feel the beat.





We never put people in boxes. We believe that everyone has their own style and 

that style is what you make it, evolving with you. Our original neckwear is 

designed for every element of your life, it’s as multi-faceted and unique as you 

are. It’s for runners and cyclists, hikers and climbers, snowboarders and skiers, 

skaters and surfers. For the extroverts and introverts and all those in-

between. For all the true originals out there doing their thing.





When comfort and style meet function and sustainability, it’s a match made in heaven. And when you 
meet Merino, a love story can begin.

But before you catch feelings for our cosy, climate-conscious, cruelty-free Merino, you’ll be happy to 

know that these 100% natural fabrics and fibres don’t just look good, they do good too. Naturally

temperature-regulating, odour-reducing functionality that fits seamlessly into your daily life. When did 

you first fall in love with Merino? 





There’s nothing better than a bluebird day on 
perfect pow. It's the ultimate freedom and the 
purest thrill.

With full protection from the elements, supreme 

comfort and ultimate steez, your Snow Buddies are 

there to help you cruise, carve and do more now.





True adventure means true awe, true fun, true moments of connection with a 
place, a friend, or with ourselves. True adventures are rarely productive, and never 
perfect. But you will find them everywhere, when you live more now.

































USER GENERATED CONTENT TO 
BOOST ENGAGEMENT AND SALES

INSPIRATIONAL CONTENT TO 
BUILD LOYALTY

EVENTS, AMBASSADORS AND 

SPONSORSHIP TO INSPIRE 
AND ENGAGE

BUILD COMMUNITIES TO 
CONNECT AND ENGAGE










